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INTRODUCTION

Midgut malrotation (MMR) is a congenital nonrotation or incomplete rotation of the primitive intestinal loop around the axis of the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) during fetal development. MMR is more known by pediatrics than adult surgeons because it occurs at a rate of about 1 in 500 live births. Up to now, surgical treatment has been guided by the experience from pediatric surgery and Ladd’s procedure has been the treatment of choice in adults. However, a dilemma arises when patients are asymptomatic and incidentally diagnosed with MMR during another abdominal affection such as appendicitis. Volvulus is the main complication of MMR, but the occurrence of acute midgut volvulus of clinical significance in the absence of surgical treatment is unknown. Therefore, practicing Ladd’s procedure on asymptomatic patients may put them at risk of complications. Here, we report the case of a 37-year-old patient with acute left side appendicitis and asymptomatic MMR.

CASE REPORT

A 37-year-old man was admitted at the emergency unit of our hospital with acute abdominal pain, which started the previous night. Patient’s history revealed no previous illness or surgery. Pain was diffused, with tenderness mainly in upper left quadrant, and the temperature was 37.5°C. Laboratory tests showed an elevated blood cell count (15,000) with normal C-reactive protein. A diagnosis of peritonitis was suspected, either by perforated gastroduodenal ulcer or diverticulitis. Contrast-enhanced abdominal computed tomography showed acute left side appendicitis with midgut malrotation (Figure 1a-c). Appendix was enlarged, with a transverse diameter measured to 13 mm, associated with four stercoliths visualized in the plane of the left renal vein. The entire small bowel was found in the left half of the abdomen and the entire colon was found in the right half. The superior mesenteric vein (SMV) was to the left of the SMA rather than in the normal right ventral position. The patient was planned for surgery and a laparotomy was performed. Surgical findings confirmed the severe inflammation of the appendix and the ileocecal region(s) located in the left quadrant. A Ladd’s procedure was performed, including derotation of the bowel, appendectomy, division of the mesenteric bands lying across the duodenum from cecum to right upper quadrant, widening of the base of the mesentery, taking down the ligament of Treitz, moving the duodenum to the right, and finally returning the bowel to a position of nonrotation with the cecum placed into the left upper quadrant (Figure 1d). The patient was discharged on the seventh postoperative day with no complication.
Discussions

Left side acute appendicitis is extremely rare but can occur with congenital abnormalities with true left-sided appendix such as situs inversus totalis and MMR or as an atypical presentation of a long right-sided appendix, which is thus projected into the left lower quadrant.[2]

MMR is a congenital anomaly referring to either nonrotation or incomplete rotation of the primitive intestinal loop around the axis of the SMA during fetal development. Adult MMR is rare because the diagnosis is usually made before the age of 1 year.[1,3] The most dreaded complication of MMR is volvulus, which occurs in 60-70% of neonates diagnosed with MMR[3,4] and delay in diagnosis may lead to extended intestinal necrosis.[5] Diagnosis is made in the adult in the presence of chronic abdominal symptoms, during surgery for acute abdomen, or incidentally during an imaging exam for no specific symptoms. In the case of our patient, ultrasonography was not performed. This exam should show the whirlpool sign, which is wrapping of SMV and bowel around the SMA. The majority of MMR in adults remains asymptomatic throughout life.[6] Adult MMR is rare with an incidence ranging from 0.0001 to 0.19% in asymptomatic adults.[6] There is no consensus on the management of asymptomatic MMR in adults. The problem is to know whether it is necessary or not to treat asymptomatic MMR. There are several possibilities:

a) First, performing appendectomy only. Some authors have advocated operative management only in patients with MMR symptoms because they found that patients had a low risk of complication and elective surgery was not necessary with close follow-up[7]

b) Second, performing appendectomy and Ladd’s procedure in the same time, to treat MMR and avoid complications. For some authors the risk of volvulus, even if low, warrants operative intervention especially since the risk for volvulus is lifelong and do not diminish with age.[8] Actually, the current literature supports surgical correction of MMR for patients with minor symptoms or incidentally found MMR because very few of these patients are truly asymptomatic if careful history is obtained.[9] In our case, this attitude is supported because of a difficult follow-up.

The complication of surgical management of MMR is bowel obstruction secondary to adhesion after Ladd’s procedure. In a pediatric series, this complication occurred between 10-15% of cases after Ladd’s procedure.[5]

Finally, the choice of surgical approach could be discussed. Several studies of retrospective series have shown that laparoscopic treatment of MMR is feasible in most cases, with good perioperative outcome,[9] but there is still a lack of long-term follow-up with this method. Benefits of laparoscopic surgery were: Less pain, early return of bowel function, and shorter hospital stay with a decrease in the incidence of postoperative adhesion possibly translating into a lower incidence of postoperative bowel obstruction. According to literature, most patients are operated by laparotomy and only a few by a laparoscopic approach.[10]

We chose laparotomy because of the absence of experienced pediatric surgeons.

Conclusion

Management of incidentally MMR diagnosis during another abdominal affection can be either conservative or not. The “watch and wait” attitude could be proposed if the patient could be followed, otherwise the surgical attitude should definitively be proposed.
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